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1. Semantics of possessives, continued: arguments vs. modifiers.  
 Today we continue with genitives/possessives, a domain within which we can illustrate 
the integration of compositional semantic interpretation with lexical information. We start 
by reviewing the basics of one analysis of the genitive and its interactions with various 
kinds nouns and adjective-noun combinations. We already explored some of the issues that 
arise in this domain, and some possible alternative analyses, in Lecture 5, and we will 
explore some further issues today.  
 
Let’s review the data in (15-17) from Partee (1983ms/1996). 
 
(15) (a)  John's team    
  (b)  A team of John's 
  (c)  That team is John's 
(16) (a)  John's brother 
  (b)  A brother of John's 
  (c)  (#) That brother is John's 
(17) (a)  John's favorite movie 
  (b)  A favorite movie of John's 
  (c)  (#) That favorite movie is John's 
 
Informally, unified interpretation of genitive phrase John's that applies to all of these cases: 
genitive phrase always expresses one argument of a relation. But the relation can come 
from any of three sources: 
 (i) the context, as in (15) ("plays for", "owns", "is a fan of", etc.); this happens when 
the noun is a plain 1-place predicate. (We will return to the issue of whether the semantics 
of a non-relational noun may sometimes itself contribute a salient relation.) 
 (ii) an inherently relational noun like brother. 
 (iii) an inherently relational adjective like favorite. 
Call case (i) the "free R" reading, cases (ii) and (iii) "inherent R" readings. 
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How to unify? Assimilate all cases to the "free R" reading? Hellan 1980. Problem: the 
contrast among the (c) examples, and the pattern of interpretations in (18), noted by 
Stockwell, Schachter and Partee (1973). 
 
(18) (a)  John's portrait (ambiguous) 
    (b)  A portrait of John's (free R only) 
  (c)  A portrait of John (inherent R only) 
  (d)  That portrait is John's (free R only) 
 
Solution of Partee (1983): distinguish "transitive" and "intransitive" common noun 
phrases, TCN and CN, distinct rules for genitives. TCNs further distinguished by a feature 
[+/-gen] to mark whether they take postnominal genitives on their relational reading or not 
-- brother vs. portrait.  
 
Summary of syntax/semantics of genitive analysis of Partee 1983, with examples: 
 
Predicative genitive: a one-place predicate, free R only. 
 Interpretation: λx[Ri(John)(x)] 
 
 The computer is John’s.     

  TR(the computer)  =   ι [computer] 
  TR(John'sPred) = TR(is John'sPred)  = λx[Ri(John)(x)]  (= Ri(John)) 
  TR(the computer is John'sPred)  = λx[Ri(John)(x)]( ι [computer] ) 
          =  Ri(John)( ι [computer])   (by λ-conversion) 
If the contextually salient relation is, for instance, “is owned by”, then this will be 
interpreted in the same way as the sentence The computer is owned by John:   
 is-owned-by (John)( ι [computer]) 
 
Postnominal genitive: combines with CN or TCN to make a CN; free or inherent R. 

 (i) with CN, free R:  team of Mary’s  intersective modifier 
 (ii) with TCN, inherent R:   friend of Mary’s  (indirectly) provides an argument of  
              friend 

Postnominal genitive interpretation:  (i) free R: λPλx[P(x) & Ri(Mary)(x)] 
               (ii) inherent R:   λR[λx[R(Mary)(x)]] 

(i) TR(team of Mary’s)  = TR(of Mary’s)(TR(team))  
       = λPλx[P(x) & Ri(Mary)(x)] (team) 
       =  λx[team(x) & Ri(Mary)(x)]   (by λ-conversion) 
 

(ii) TR(friend of Mary’s)  = TR(of Mary’s)(TR(friend))  

       = λR[λx[R(Mary)(x)]] (friend)  =  λx[friend(Mary)(x)] 
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Prenominal genitive: combines with CN or TCN to make an NP; free or inherent R; 
incorporates implicit the.   I’ll call both DETs, since they occupy the same syntactic 
position that would be occupied by the. But the one that combines with TCN is of a new 
semantic type:   (e → (e → t)) → e, a function from the type of TCNs to the type of 
referential NPs.  
 
Prenominal genitive interpretation: basically a combination (technically: function 

composition) of TR(the) and postnominal genitive, free or inherent. 
(i)  Det that combines with CN, free R:  TR([Mary’s]DET-1) =   
           λP[ι [λz[P(z) & Ri(Mary)(z)]]] 
 
(ii) Det that combines with TCN, inherent  R:  TR([Mary’s]DET-2) = λR[ι [λz[R(Mary)(z)]]] 
 
In Lecture 9, we’ll incorporate these meanings into an updated fragment of English syntax 
and semantics, and Homework 5 will give you some practice working with them. 
 
Alternative proposal (Jensen and Vikner 1995): Genitive phrase always demands a 
relational TCN as argument, so it’s always like the “inherent R” genitives above, and 
coerces a plain CN into a TCN, as discussed in Lecture 5. 
 

2.  Different kinds of genitives/possessives: why Jensen and 
Vikner may be right for Russian genitives but not for all English 
genitives.  

In spite of the theoretical appeal of the “one genitive” approach and its ability to solve 
the problem of Mary’s former mansion, we are still not convinced that it is correct for 
English; interestingly, the arguments against a uniform analysis for English genitives do 
not apply to Russian genitives; Russian seems to show a clearer split between a genitive 
construction which is uniformly argumental and a prenominal possessive which is more 
modifier-like.  

 
Our hypotheses: 

 
1. The English of + NPACC construction (portrait of John) is strictly argumental. 
2. The English Saxon genitive (John’s) can be used as a predicate, type <e,t>. 

“Possessive”. 
3. The English of + NP’s construction (portrait of John’s) is ambiguously 

argumental/non-argumental. See Lyons 1986 on complex conditions for variation of 
John/ of John’s. 

4. The English prenominal NP’s neutralizes the distinction between postnominal of + 
NPACC and of + NP’s. So it can be either argumental or non-argumental.  

5. The Russian genitive (Maši), always postnominal, is always an argument. It can never 
be used as a predicate (caveats). (But it can be used with ‘plain nouns’ to express all 
kinds of relations including possession, as predicted by Jensen and Vikner’s coercion 
analysis.) 
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6. The Russian prenominal possessive (Mašin, -a) can be used as a predicate, has certain 
limitations on its use as an argument, and is either sometimes or never structurally an 
argument, although it can certainly fill argument-like roles. 

7. Possessive pronouns my, mine, his, etc. are ambiguously argumental/ non-argumental, 
both in prenominal position and in predicate position. In predicate position, an 
“argumental possessive” must be analyzed as a kind of elliptical NP. In some 
languages, independent evidence can be found for a distinction between “pure 
predicative” possessive pronouns and “elliptical NP” possessive pronouns. 

 
The puzzle that emerges is that there seem to be argumental genitive constructions and 
(intersective) modifier ‘possessive’ constructions that have a very great overlap in what 
they can express; if this is correct, it means that we cannot use ‘intuitions’ of 
argumenthood as a good guide to whether something is ‘really’ an argument at a given 
level of structure.  

2.1. Predicate possessives: a problem for the “one genitive” approach? 
 

 In spite of the theoretical appeal of the “one genitive” approach and its ability to 
solve the problem of Mary’s former mansion, we are still not convinced that it is correct. 
One of our main worries concerns predicate possessives. We earlier observed that 
predicate possessives seem to favor “free R” interpretations; and predicate possessives are 
not in a structural argument position unless one posits an empty head noun accompanying 
all predicate possessives. Both of these factors support the treatment of predicate 
possessives in Partee (1983/97) as type <e,t>, “free R” only.  
 
  In the following sections, we summarize evidence from Partee and Borschev 
(2001) about predicate possessives in English, Dutch, Russian, German, and Polish. The 
evidence supports the idea of two semantically different kinds of possessives, with some 
forms, such as English Saxon genitives, used for both.  
 
 One kind are argument possessives, which fit the Jensen and Vikner analysis; these 
occur in construction with a relationally interpreted noun (or with an adjective like favorite 
plus a noun). Argument possessives do not occur in type <e,t>, so when they occur alone, 
they are interpreted as elliptical NPs with a relational noun implicitly understood. The 
Russian genitive appears to be of this type, and we consider the Jensen and Vikner analysis 
correct for the Russian genitive construction.  
 The other kind are true predicative possessives, basically of type <e,t>, interpreted 
approximately as in the corresponding analysis of Partee (1983/97), but with the “free R” 
preferentially interpreted as some kind of “possession” or “control”. To represent the way 
this distinction differs from the original distinction of Partee (1983/97), we will stop 
referring to the “free R” and refer instead to RPOSS. When this kind of possessive occurs 
inside an NP, it is a modifier rather than an argument. We believe that the Russian 
prenominal possessive forms mentioned in Section 2.1.2 are of this type.  
 Since the English Saxon genitives, as well as possessive pronouns in all four of the 
languages looked at here, have both uses, we conclude that the “one genitive” approach 
cannot be correct for those constructions.  
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  But we are left with a puzzle concerning the large proportion of cases which could 
seemingly be analyzed either way: are they all “ambiguous”? We will return to this puzzle, 
which remains open, in the next lecture.  

2.1.1.   Predicate possessives in English. 
  The nature of predicate possessives is less clear in English than in some other 
languages. It is difficult to be sure whether an apparent predicate possessive like John’s in 
(1c), repeated below, is a simple one-place predicate with an RPOSS or “possession” 
reading, or is an ‘argument genitive’ occurring as part of an elliptical NP, i.e. with John’s 
implicitly in construction with another occurrence of team. 
 
  (1c)  That team is John’s. 
But: 
   (17) (a) *That father is John’s. 
      (b) *That favorite movie is John’s. 

(c) That teacher is John’s. 
(d) His [pointing] father is also John’s.  
(e) Dad’s favorite movie is also mine. 
(f) *That father is John’s father. 

 
The good examples in (17), namely (17c,d,e), all have predicate possessives that may be 
interpreted as elliptical NPs1: John’s teacher, John’s father, my favorite movie. The bad 
examples (17a,b,f) all have intrinsically relational head nouns (or common noun phrase in 
the case of 17b) that have to be interpreted non-relationally in the subject but relationally 
in the predicate, assuming that (17a,b) have elliptical predicate possessives. The head noun 
in the subject in examples (17a,b,f) must shift to a non-relational reading in order to be 
compatible with the demonstrative determiner that.  
 It may be that there is a restriction (perhaps a processing restriction) on shifting an 
expression “away from” its basic meaning and then “back again” (The “bad” sentences are 
probably indeed not ‘ungrammatical’, but are nearly impossible  with respect to the 
intended readings ‘John’s father’, etc..) In the good examples (17d,e) we have the 
relational readings of the head noun (phrases) in both the subject and the (elliptical) 
predicate.   
 The relevant difference between the good (17c) and the bad (17a) may be that unlike 
father, teacher is lexically supplied with equally salient and closely related relational and 
non-relational readings, so that one wouldn’t have to ‘suppress’ the relational reading by 
shifting in order to interpret teacher in the subject NP non-relationally.. 
                                                           
1 We thank M. den Dikken for pointing out that in Dutch, the predicate possessive in example (17c) is even 
more clearly an elliptical NP than in English, and that Dutch furthermore is a language which clearly 
distinguishes elliptical from non-elliptical predicate possessives. In Dutch, in the rendition of (17c), the d-
word die, signalling the presence of nominal structure, is obligatory, as shown in (i). 

(i) Die  docent  is *(die)  van Jan. 
That teacher is *(that) of   Jan 
‘That teacher is Jan’s.’ 

By contrast, in (ii) both options are possible. 
(ii) Die   auto is (die) van Jan. 

That car    is (that) of  Jan 
‘That car is Jan’s.’ 
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 The data above, reinforced by the Dutch data mentioned in the footnote, strongly 
suggest that predicate possessives may sometimes be “elliptical” NPs or “Determiner-
only” NPs. And if all bare possessives in all languages could be interpreted as elliptical 
NPs, then predicate possessives would not pose a problem for the “one-genitive” analysis; 
the difference between possessive or genitive forms that can and that cannot occur “bare” 
as predicates would simply reflect constraints on NP ellipsis. 
 But we believe that not all predicate possessives are elliptical. 
 We do not have conclusive arguments for English; there are several complicating 
factors, including problems in the analysis of copular sentences (Williams (1983), Partee 
(1986), Moro (1997), Heycock and Kroch (1998,1999), Partee (1999a).)  
  
 Some new evidence that supports this claim for English comes from examples raised 
by Kate Kearns (p.c.), which while not directly involving predicate possessives, do add 
arguments in favor of the existence of an intersective-modifier reading of postnominal 
possessives like of Mary’s: see supplementary handout called “What of Mary’s?”.  
  
 There are also languages where we have found some clear syntactic and/or 
morphological distinctions that provide even stronger evidence for a distinction between 
modifier possessives and argument possessives. 
 

2.1.2.  Russian prenominal possessives vs. genitives. 
  In Russian, possessive pronouns and the normally prenominal quasi-adjectival 
possessive forms can occur in predicate position but genitive NPs cannot [caveats]. 
(Examples of the two kinds were given in Lecture 5, section 2.2.) This suggests that 
Russian genitive NPs may always be argument-like, and that the Jensen & Vikner uniform 
analysis with coercion of CNs to TCNs (extended to Russian in Borschev and Partee 
1999a,b) is correct for the Russian genitive construction. It also suggests that the Russian 
prenominal possessive forms, and possessive pronouns (see 2.1.4), are at least sometimes 
modifier-like. 

2.1.3.  German possessive pronouns.   
  Tony Kroch (p.c.) suggested looking for languages that would given evidence from 
agreement behavior as to whether predicate possessives are more like simple (adjectival) 
predicates or more like full NPs. Sten Vikner (p.c) observed that German is a language that 
gives some evidence: Predicate adjectives in German do not agree with subjects, but 
predicate possessives do, suggesting that predicate possessives are indeed more like 
elliptical NPs than like simple <e,t> predicates2. 
 
                                                           
2 Further evidence that these predicate possessives are elliptical NPs was provided by Sigrid Beck and Irene 
Heim (p.c.): the possessive pronoun in (27) can be followed by adjectives (i.e. there can be ellipsis of just the 
head noun), while the adjective in (26) and the adjective-like possessive pronoun in (28b) cannot be. 

(i) Diese        Bücher     sind meine     alten. 
These-n.pl. book-n.pl are   my-n.pl. old-n.pl. 
‘These books are my old ones.’ 

(ii) * Diese      Bücher      sind teuer        neu(en). 
 These-n.pl. book-n.pl. are  expensive new 
‘These books are expensive new ones.’ 
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  (26) Diese          Bücher         sind alt/ *alte. 
    These-N.PL books- N.PL  are  old/ *old- PL 
  (27) Diese    Bücher sind meine/ *?mein 
   These-N.PL books   are   mine- PL/ *mine 
 

  This would suggest that the “one genitive” approach may be correct for German, if 
all apparent predicate possessives give morphological evidence of being elliptical NPs.  
  But it was further observed by Hans Kamp (p.c.) and others that actually, the non-
agreeing form can sometimes be used. It is used only in “standard” German, not in 
colloquial German, and it has an “archaic” flavor. Most interestingly, it seems that there 
are semantic differences between the agreeing and the non-agreeing predicate possessive, 
and if this data stands up, it is extremely interesting. 
  (28) (a)  Diese         Bücher         sind meine:  can be any relation. 
      These- N.PL books- N.PL are   mine- PL 

(b)       Diese         Bücher        sind  mein: (archaic) “Possession” only. 
      These- N.PL books- N.PL are   mine (no agreement) 
 
  Further examples are given in (29) and (30). A newly naturalized citizen might say 
(29a), but (29b) suggests a conqueror is speaking. Any relation is possible in (30a), with 
the most likely possibility being the parent-child, but (30b) suggests a custody fight, i.e. a 
dispute about who is to be in ‘possession’ of the children.  
  (29) (a)  Das       Land        ist (jetzt) meins.  
         The-N.SG land-N.SG is  (now) mine-N.SG 
    (b)   Das          Land        ist jetzt   mein. 
         The-N.SG land- N.SG is now    mine 
  (30) (a)   Die Kinder   sind meine. 
         The children are   mine-PL 
    (b)   Die Kinder  sind mein. 
          The children are mine. 
 
  In all of (28b), (29b), (30b), the form which shows absence of agreement in the 
way a predicate adjective would is limited in its interpretation to “possession”. In other 
words, the form in which the possessive pronoun appears to be a simple predicate of type 
<e,t> is interpreted in terms of a relation that appears to be associated with the possessive 
construction itself rather than with the semantics of any governing noun.  
  In contrast, the forms which appear to be elliptical NPs have a range of 
interpretations including possession but also including relations typical of ‘argument’ 
genitives, where the relevant relation is determined principally by the noun to which the 
genitive supplies an argument. Typical choices for the ‘genitive relation’ for the 
‘argument’ genitive interpretations in (28a), (29a), (30a) might be authorship, citizenship, 
and the parent-child relation, respectively.  
  Of course “possession” itself can have metaphorical extensions, so the “possession” 
cases do not always have to be about ownership in a literal sense.  But if these distinctions 
are correct, this is important evidence for the idea of two distinct genitives.  
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2.1.4.  Polish possessive pronouns.   
  In Polish NP - be - NP requires Instrumental on the predicate NP, NP - be - Adj 
requires Nominative on the Adjective. 
  The relevant Polish data are as follows3.  
 (34) (a)   Ten      kraj       był    kiedys'  moim. 
     That-M.NOM.SG country-M.NOM.SG was-M.SG once     my-M.INSTR.SG          
     ‘That country was once mine’ [‘possession’ or citizenship] 

 (b)  Ten      kraj       był    kiedys'  moim     
     That-M.NOM.SG country-M.NOM.SG was-M.SG once     my-M.INSTR.SG 
     krajem.   
     country-M.INSTR.SG        
     ‘That country was once mine’ [‘possession’ or citizenship; citizenship  
     preferred.] 
 (35) (a)  Ten      kraj       był    kiedys'  mo'j. 
     That-M.NOM.SG country-M.NOM.SG was-M.SG once     my-M.NOM.SG          
     ‘That country was once mine’ [‘possession’ only] 
   (b)      *Ten       kraj        był     kiedys'  mo'j  
      That-M.NOM.SG country-M.NOM.SG was-M.SG once     my-M.NOM.SG   
     kraj. 
     country-M.SG        
     ‘That country was once my country’ [ungrammatical] 
       (c)     Ten            kraj              to    był        kiedys'  mo'j     
             That-M.NOM.SG country-M.NOM.SG  PRT was-M.SG once      my-M.NOM.SG   
             kraj. 
             country-M.SG        
     ‘That country was once my country’ [‘possession’ or citizenship] 
 
  The Polish data confirm the hypothesis that when a predicate possessive pronoun 
allows an “argumental” reading, it is the remnant of an elliptical NP, and when it doesn’t, 
it isn’t. The “possession” reading, which seems to be emerging as the clearest case of a 
non-argumental, or modifier, reading, can show up either in a remnant of an NP or as a 
bare <e,t> predicate. This reinforces the idea that a possessive inside an NP can be either 
an argument or a modifier. But a possessive which is an <e,t> predicate in a predicational 
construction cannot be an argument, presumably because it is not in construction with a 
head of which it could be the argument.  

                                                           
3 Thanks to Wayles Browne for pointing out that Polish data would be clearer than Russian data because of 
greater constraints on the case forms of nouns and adjectives in the predicate. Ania Łubowicz and Anita 
Nowak for judgments.  For (34a), Anita reports no preference for one reading or the other, while for (34b) 
she reports a preference for the ‘citizenship’ reading. Both rejected (35b) as ungrammatical; Ania suggested 
that it should be corrected to (35c), which she finds possibly ambiguous. Both agreed that (35a) is 
unambiguously “possession” only, whereas (34a) allows either reading. The basic judgments given above in 
the text for (34a,b) and (35a,b) were further confirmed by Janusz Bien, Bozena Cetnarowska (and by a 
substantial majority of a group of 12 students of hers), Bozena Rozwadowska, Piotr Banski, and Joanna 
Blaszczak, to all of whom we are grateful.  
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2.2. Conclusions about predicate possessives. 
  So we are now inclined to believe that some predicate possessives really are plain 
<e,t> predicates, and that those have just a possession/control reading, which we take to be 
the semantics of the <e,t> possessive, as shown in (31) below. And other predicate 
possessives may be elliptical NPs, and their interpretation may have the full range of 
possibilities that would be displayed by a full NP with a prenominal genitive occurring in 
such a position. (Note that a full NP may itself have meanings of types e, <e,t>, or 
<<e,t>,t>, depending on both its internal makeup and the position in which it occurs, so the 
study of the full range of meanings of  bare possessives as elliptical NPs needs more 
study.)  
(31)  [John’s]PRED :  λx[RPOSS(John)(x)]  type: <e,t> 
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